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Five Ways to More Successful Banking
and FinTech Partnerships
No one wants to engage in a one-night stand around �nance. There is too much risk
involved for all parties. As such, it’s important that the �ntech-banking partnership is
able to scale as business grows. While a lot of companies look at technical ...
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The relationship between banks and �ntech companies continues to evolve. Now
more than ever, banks are beginning to recognize and embrace the true value �ntech
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companies are bringing to the banking industry. As this momentum builds, �ntech
companies are taking a proactive approach to developing an effective bank
partnership strategy. Right now, a lot of �ntechs are asking, “which banks do we
call? How do we break through?” Ensuring a successful and sustainable banking and
payment partnership is a key area for growth.

Finding Common Ground

The vast market of �ntech and regtech companies indicate something very basic:
there is a need to pick up where banks have left off. Whether it’s consumer banking
or commercial, technology will likely overtake what any single bank can do for their
respective markets. That said, there is plenty of opportunity for both businesses and
banks to work together. It’s a symbiotic relationship and understanding where the
necessary handoffs are provides the key to successful partnerships that deliver
positive relations and respect.

For example, banks haven’t wanted to go very deep within an organization to aid in
�nancial operations, leaving a gap in processes such as accounts payable for other
businesses and technologies to take over. Yet if banks want to grow and more than
just treasury repositories, it behooves them to partner up to address the pains of the
business.

Demonstrating Mature Processes

To say banks are conservative and risk-averse is like saying Elon Musk has money
and an agenda. It’s obvious. Fintech companies that hope to work with banks must
understand that they can’t “play” with the money they’re managing. That is a
serious violation of trust.

Banks are fanatical about security and �nancial compliance, and partnerships with
them need to uphold the same regulatory reverence. Any processes that handle
money should be able to demonstrate maturity and adherence to regulations. It’s one
of the big reasons why blockchain and Bitcoin are so problematic at this stage. The
global regulatory language simply isn’t comprehensive enough, while at the same
time, the adoption hasn’t been broad enough to know what is safe and what isn’t.

Identifying the Win-Win Situation

The de�nition of partnership is that the relationship is structured in a way that’s
bene�cial for both parties. Banks have a massive footprint to payment and �nancial
services. They also have access to clientele. But in the process of building that, they
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almost never have a process sensibility for what it takes to run the business
operations. That’s where �ntech solutions excel.

The key is that they work together to solve the issues faced by organizations. Banks
can provide lending vehicles, capital, and introduce their clients to available
solutions they’re partnered with. Solution providers in turn can integrate with banks
to help businesses cross the chasm between �nance and operations.

Seeking Out Champion Bankers

Banks are not software companies. For example, while most banks offer some type of
consumer-level bill pay functionality, that hasn’t always materialized into a more
robust, fully scalable solution for their business clients, so they often stop at the
ability to upload payment �les for wire, ACH, and check transfers. There is too much
infrastructure and support required, not to mention the depth of processes required
for accounts payable bill pay functionality. Yet bankers may have foresight enough to
know that there is a bene�t to maintaining even a consultative relationship.

Progressive banks don’t see �ntechs as threats. They recognize where their strengths
are and �nd ways to maintain the customer relationship without trying to create
one-off solutions that may or may not solve the problem. Governments that build
roads don’t also go into the automobile-making business for that reason. Software
products provide operational bene�ts, while banks provide capital and transactional
bene�ts.

Positioning for Long-Term Success

No one wants to engage in a one-night stand around �nance. There is too much risk
involved for all parties. As such, it’s important that the �ntech-banking partnership
is able to scale as business grows. While a lot of companies look at technical
integrations – how software connects to banking rails – there is a lot to scaling
beyond the nuts and bolts of the code. Compliance and infrastructure need to be a
part of long-term thinking.

For example, assuming that blockchain becomes as prevalent as ACH one day, are the
partners in alignment as to when and how to address it? Are there ways to help each
other through regulatory issues, say when the UK leaves the EU? Fintechs are
genetically programmed to grow. Can the banking rails keep up with the volume
required by a high-growth �ntech? Does the relationship enable room for the global
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reach required by the market? These are the factors that are foundational to long-
term partnership success.

 

———–

Manish Vrishaketu is COO of Tipalti, an accounting software FinTech business. that
provides consolidated accounts payable and remittance services for businesses
needing to pay their suppliers.
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